I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER

LEONARD ASHLEY
Brooklyn, New York

1-2-3 now, let's have the answers to these clues about numbers as used in British and American slang. Some are a little "near the bone," as the British say, numbers being used not only for convenience (as in telegraphic greetings) but also for sidestepping unpleasantness. Good luck.10-4.

1. personal
2. performing perfectly
3. ban
4. mutual oral sex
5. end of newspaper copy
6. wastepaper basket
7. moving very fast
8. corpse
9. whore
10. bugger
11. type of jeans
12. urination
13. defecation
14. curl on the forehead
15. prettiest girl
16. state (of nerves)
17. Jew
18. perfect (of vision)
19. two-day pass
20. equally shared
21. two fat ladies
22. love and kisses (ham radio)
23. the elite
24. salvarsan treatment of syphilis
25. Pope's telephone number
26. pertaining to juvenile delinquent schools
27. "there's a stranger present" (on London Stock Exchange of yore)
28. most difficult question
29. find in a 5 and 10
30. end of telegraph message: "regards"